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and civil law ire held to be valid only insofar
as they conform to the natural law which rrnn
is not only capable of knowing but also of
obeying
Protestant theologians cnticisa this notion
Thus Karl Barth and many others hold that
sinful and fallen man cannot have any direct
knowledge of God or His reason or will without
the aid of revelation Another theologian
Niebnbr points out that the principles of the
doctrines are too inflexible and that although
they are the product of a particular time and
circumstance they are regarded as if they were
absolute and eternal In fact as most social
scientists would also agree there is no law which
can be regarded as natural for all men at all
times Nor does it seem sensible to suppose
that all or even many men possess either the
reason to discern natural law or the ability to
obey it whether or not we accept man s free
will (and all Protestant sects do not) we know
as a fact of science that people are not always
fully responsible for their actions and some not
at afl
Nazism, the term commonly used for the political
and social ideology of the German National
Socialist Party inspired and led by Hitler The
term Nazi was an abbreviation of National
Socialist Those in the Federal Bepubhc today
sympathetic to National Socialist aims are
known as neo Nazis See Fascism.
Neoplatomsm. See Determinism ani Free win and
God ind Man
Nestorian heresy The 5th cent of the Christian
Church saw a battle of personalities and
opinions waged with fanatical fury between St
Cyn] the patriarch of Alexandria and Nes
tonus patriarch of Constantinople Nestonus
maintained that Mary should not be called the
mother of God as she was only the mother of
the human and not of the divine nature of
Jesus This view was contradicted by Cyril
(one of the most unpleasant saints who ever
lived) who held the orthodox view In addition
to his utter destruction of Nestonus by stealthy
and unremitting animosity Cyril was also re
eponsible for the lynching of Hypatia a dis
tinguished mathematician and eamtly woman
head of the Neoplatomst school ?t Alexandria
She was dragged from her chariot stripped
naked butchered and torn to pieces m the
church and her remains burned As if this
were not enough Cyril took pains to stir up
pogroms against the very large Jewish colony of
Alexandria At the Council of Ephesus (a d
431) the Western bishops quickly decided for
Cyril This Council (reinforced by the Council
of Chalcedon in 451) clarified orthodox Catholic
doctrine (see Monophysitism) Nestonus be
came a heretic was banished to Antioch where
he had a short respite of peace but later and in
spite of his weakness and age was dragged
ahout from one place to another on the borders
of Egypt We are assured that his tongue was
eaten by worms in punishment for the wicked
words he had spoien, but later the Nestorian
church flourished in Syria and Persia under the
protection of the rulers of Persia and missions
were sent to Indii and China
Nihilism the name commonly given to the earliest
Russian form of revolutionary anarchiran It
on,rrnated m the early years of Tsar Alexander
II (1818-81) the hberatoi of the serfs who
during hie attempts to bring about a constitu
tional monarchy was killed by a bomb The
term nihilist however was first used in 1862
by Turgenev in his novel Fathers and Children
See Anarchism.
Nominalism. Early mediaeval thinkers were din
ded into two schools those who regarded
umversals or abstract concepts as mere
names without any corresponding realities
(Nominalists) and those who held the opposite
doctrme (Realism) that general concepts have
an existence independent of individual things
The relation between universals and particulars
was a subject of philosophical dispute all
through the Middle Ages
The first person to hold the nominalist doc
trine was probably Eoscehn or Roscellinus in
the late lltb cent but very httle is known of
him and none of his works remains except for a
single letter to Peter Abelard who was his pupil
 Roscehn was corn in 3?rance accused twice o'
heresy but recanted and fled to England where
he attacked the views of Anselm. according tc
whom Eoscehn used the phrase that umversals
were a flatus dow or breath of the voice The
most important nominalist was the Englishman
William of Occam in the 13th cent who once
and for all separated the two schools by saying
in effect that science is about things (the
nominalist view) whereas logic philosophy and
religion are about terms or concepts (the
Platonic tradition) Both aie justified but we
must distinguish between them The pro
position min is a species is not a proposition
of logic or philosophy but a scientific statement
since we cannot say whether it is true or false
without knowing about man If we fail to
realise that words are conventional signs and
that it is important to decide whether or not
they have a meaning and refer to something
then we shall fall into logical fallacies of the
type Man is a species Socrates is a man
therefore Socrates is a species This in effect
is the beginning of the modern philosophy of
logical analysis which to oversimplify tells us
that a statement is not just true or untrue it
may also be meaningless Therefore in all tht
philosophical problems we have discussed else
where there ir the third possibility tnat the
problem we are discussing has no meaning
because the words refer to nothing and we must
ask ourselves before going any further what do
we mean by God has the woid free will
any definite meaning?
Nonconf ormism the attitude of all those Christian
bodies which do not conform to the doctrines of
the Church of England "Up to the passing of
the Act of Uniformity in 1662 they were called
puritans or dissenters and were often
persecuted. The oldest bodies of noncon
fonmsts are the Baptists Independents and
(in England) the Presbyterians the Methodists
although dating from 1738 did not consider
themselves nonconformists until some tune
later The Presbyterians are of course the
official Church of Scotland where it is tie
Anglicans (known as Episcopalians ) who are
the nonconformists although not generally de
scribed as such
0
Objectivism a semi political philosophy ei
pounded by the American novelist Ajn 1 and
and interesting in as much as it was first propa
gated through two of her own best selling
novels The thesis of Objectivism is the In
herent suitability of the competitive capitalist
system for the well being and advancement of
the human race The seeds of man s destruc
tion Miss Band believes are to be found m the
creeping menace of socialism which by its
tendency to encourage the individual to rely
on the state rathei than himself undermines
the dynamic power of human hard work and
self interest In her first and perhaps most
significant novel The Fountainliecul she tells
the story of an unconventional and highly self
motivated architect Howard Boark who
achieves world fame and success by a combina
tion of hard work talent and refusal to com
promise Her second major novel Atlas
Shruoged which is over 1100 pages long pictures
a world in which the objectivists (the hard
working self motivated highly talented in
dividual} in the human race) decide to pull out
from society and set up a secret nation of their
own left to its own devices the world of
socialist slackers and loafers shdes into grey
destruction Objectivism seems to have arisen
as a kind of counterblast to the growing tend
ency within some sections of the United States to
decry capitalism as impersonal profiteering and
followers sport as their insignia a small badge
depicting the dollar sign—the emblem incident
ally of the secret states in Atlas Shrugged The
movement which relies heavily on the talent
and personality of its founder has made little
headway into formal American politics but Miss
Band s books which have sold literally by the

